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Recruiting Your Future: Chapter 
Leader Recruitment and Onboarding

Christine Ladd, MSN, RN, OCN
SE Virginia Chapter

Dana Scharfenberg, MN, RN, OCN, CPAN
Puget Sound ONS Chapter

Agenda

Ø Review current chapter model 
requirements

Ø Discuss strategies to recruit
Ø Request for volunteers – writing 

tips
Ø Onboarding
Ø Sharing your story

Chapter Model Requirements
Model as of 2018
• Required 5 elected members:  President, 

treasure, and at least 3 other elected officers
• “Additional roles beyond the required five may 

be elected or appointed at the chapter’s 
discretion.”

• Board members cannot serve more than 6 
consecutive years on the board

• President and Treasurer - 2 year term limit
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Strategies to Recruit
• Engage your Team 
• Tell a story
• Inspire. Motivate. Encourage.
• Lifetime volunteers “Create a relationship with new and 

old volunteers that will make them want to come back. 
…Manage them with respect, provide feedback and 
empower them to have a rewarding experience.”

• Professional Persistence “No is not never”

Strategies to Recruit

• Ask potential volunteers directly (why them?  
benefits)

• Create Fun & Specific Job Titles 
http://psons.org/about/leadership/

• Create Short-Term Project Teams
• Encourage!

Request for Volunteers - Writing Tips

• Adopt a positive tone and convey a positive message
• Underscore the idea that volunteer contributions 

matter (consider peppering in your chapter mission)
• The expectation from the volunteers need to be 

specific, clear, and state how much time will be 
involved

• Volunteers are motivated by the idea that they can
make a difference. This is true, regardless of the task

• The letter should be closed with sincere thanks and 
appreciation for considering volunteering with the 
chapter.

http://psons.org/about/leadership/
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Reaching Out______,

I'm so glad we met at the last PSONS education event!
I understand you are passionate when it comes to supporting oncology nurses.  I hope you will 

consider supporting nurses beyond your hospital by volunteering with our PSONS family.
We have several areas where we need volunteers and I think you would make a great addition to 

any of our committees. You can participate as little or as much as you like.
Where we currently have needs:
Education committee - There are a couple of ways you can participate on this team. Organize a 
monthly education event (2019 is set, but we will need help to plan 2020) or greet attendees 
(ensure they sign in, and then exchange the evaluations for certificates).
Scholarships - a rubric to identify the most qualified applicants has been created and you would 
work with 4 other committee members
Fundamentals - need skilled speakers who are also a leaders in our oncology community
New Member Engagement – this is something new we are trying and could use some energy and 
ideas on how to better engage our community and provide support

No matter where you volunteer, we offer 1:1 support and mentoring. For more information about 
areas to serve, go to http://psons.org/about/leadership/

I hope you will consider joining our PSONS family of volunteers.

Dana Scharfenberg, RN, MN, OCN, CPAN
PSONS President
“Volunteers do not necessarily have the time; they just have the heart.” — Elizabeth Andrew

Volunteers respond best when 
a request “speaks to them” 
personally and directly

Volunteers respond best 
when a request “speaks to 
them” personally and directly.

Onboarding Strategies
• Retreat or social event
• Orientation binder
• Dropbox, Basecamp, etc.
• Mentoring
• Invite to a board meeting – show them 

you are a welcoming group
• Encourage National Events (invest in 

those who invest with your chapter)
• Build each other up
• Norms and Expectations 

Onboarding Information to Share

Your orientation for new volunteers should include:
• Your chapter’s mission and how it aligns with the ONS 

mission
• Your primary programs
• What kind of work volunteers participate in
• Basic instructions and rules (e.g. Bylaws)
• Expectations and documentation needed in their role
• Names and contacts for help when needed

With this information, volunteers know what you’re 
trying to accomplish, how you’re making an impact, and 
what they can do to help. 

http://psons.org/about/leadership/
http://ctt.ec/ou5eU
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Strong Training = Strong Volunteers

Personal Story: Why are you here?
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Using your story to recruit…

• How did you become an oncology nurse?
• How did you get involved as a chapter 

volunteer?
• How has volunteering with your chapter 

enriched your life and career?
• What strategies will you use to recruit?

References

• ONS Chapter Policy and Operations Manual, 
revised January 2018, page 3

• https://topnonprofits.com/7-super-steps-to-
recruit-volunteers/

• https://yourbusiness.azcentral.com/write-
letter-requesting-volunteers-4467.html

• Experience

https://topnonprofits.com/7-super-steps-to-recruit-volunteers/
https://yourbusiness.azcentral.com/write-letter-requesting-volunteers-4467.html

